
1. Introduction
The Arctic Ocean is a strong sink of atmospheric CO2 due to the active biological production and high CO2 
solubility in cold waters (Anderson et al., 1998; Takahashi et al., 2009). While only accounting for 4% of the 
world ocean by area and seasonally covered by sea ice, the Arctic Ocean contributes 5%–14% (66–199 Tg 
C yr−1, Bates & Mathis, 2009; Yasunaka et al., 2018) of mean global atmospheric CO2 removal every year 
(∼1,400 Tg C yr−1; Landschützer et al., 2014; Takahashi et al., 2009). However, this Arctic carbon sink is 
rapidly changing due to climate change. The Arctic warming rate has been more than twice as fast as the 
global average over the past 5 decades (Romanovsky et al., 2017). The sea-ice extent in the Arctic Ocean 
in September decreased at a rate of 13.1% decade−1 during 1979–2020 relative to the 1981–2010 average 
(Perovich et  al.,  2020). Sea-ice loss reinforces upper-ocean warming due to reduced surface albedo and 
increased shortwave penetration, which in turn inhibits sea-ice formation in winter and allows for accelera-
tion of summertime sea-ice loss (Perovich et al., 2007). The reduction in sea-ice coverage in polar regions is 
expected to increase CO2 uptake due to larger sea-ice free area, longer sea-ice free period, more freshwater 
at the surface, and greater biological primary production (Arrigo & van Dijken, 2015; Bates & Mathis, 2009; 
McPhee et al., 2009; Perovich et al., 2020). However, sea-ice melt also causes near-surface stratification and 
suppresses water mixing between the surface and sub-surface, which likely generates upper-ocean gradi-
ents in temperature, salinity, dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), total alkalinity (TA) and thus seawater CO2 
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fugacity (Ahmed et al., 2020; Cai et al., 2010; Calleja et al., 2013; Else et al., 2013; Fransson et al., 2009, 2013; 
Li et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2019; Rysgaard et al., 2007; Yamamoto-Kawai et al., 2009).

The air-sea CO2 flux ( CO2E F  , mmol m−2 day−1) is generally estimated indirectly by the bulk equation as the 
product of the gas transfer velocity and the air-sea gas concentration difference. Accounting for near-surface 
temperature gradients, Woolf et al. (2016) recommended:

  


 
  

 

0.5

CO 660 2 22 CO CO
660 ss w s a
ScF K f f (1)

where K660 (cm h−1) is the gas transfer velocity at a Schmidt number (Sc) of 660 (Wanninkhof et al., 2009). 
K660 is usually parameterized as a function of wind speed (e.g., Nightingale et al., 2000). αss and αs are the CO2 
solubility (mol L−1 atm−1, Weiss, 1974) in the subskin and skin seawater, respectively (Woolf et al., 2016). 
fCO2w and fCO2a are the CO2 fugacity (μatm) near the sea surface and in the overlying atmosphere, respec-
tively. Similarly, the air-sea sensible heat flux can be estimated by the bulk method using a parameterized 
sensible heat transfer velocity and the sea-air temperature difference (Text S1 in Supporting Information S1).

Air-sea exchange of sparingly soluble gases (e.g., CO2) is limited mostly by transport within the waterside 
molecular diffusive layer (MDL, 20–200 μm depth; Jähne, 2009) just beneath the water surface (Liss & Slat-
er, 1974). Thus, fCO2w represents the CO2 fugacity at the base of MDL (fCO2w_surface). In practice, fCO2w meas-
urements are generally made on bulk seawater from the ship's underway inlet (∼6 m depth, fCO2w_bulk).  
For convenience, the upper several meters of the ocean are assumed to be homogeneous in bulk flux calcu-
lations (i.e., fCO2w = fCO2w_surface = fCO2w_bulk).

However, incidences of near-surface stratification call into question the vertical homogeneity assumption. 
In the Arctic, three sea-ice-related mechanisms likely drive near-surface vertical gradients in CO2: (a) Brine 
drainage. When sea ice forms, carbonate species, and salt are ejected into the water under the sea ice as 
part of brine drainage (e.g., Fransson et al., 2013), which depletes the CO2 within the sea ice. The salty, 
dense water sinks and is eventually sequestered in the deep ocean (Rudels et al., 2005). (b) Surface photo-
synthesis. Phytoplankton are often found in the bottom ice or beneath the Arctic sea ice and their photo-
synthetic activity further reduces the CO2 concentration within the sea ice (Assmy et al., 2017; Fransson 
et al., 2013, 2017). (c) Ikaite dissolution. Dissolution of sea-ice derived ikaite will consume CO2 in Arctic 
surface waters (Chierici et al., 2019; Fransson et al., 2017). The latest measurements in the Arctic coastal 
waters show significant vertical fCO2w gradients in the upper ocean (Ahmed et al., 2020; Miller et al., 2019). 
Miller et al. (2019) show both positive and negative fCO2w gradients without separating the contributions 
of sea-ice melt and river runoff. Ahmed et al. (2020) show consistently negative gradients (i.e., fCO2w_surface  
< fCO2w bulk) in the sea-ice melt regions. Vertical gradients, if left unaccounted for, will result in a bias in 
bulk air-sea CO2 flux estimates.

The micrometeorological eddy covariance (EC) method derives CO2 fluxes directly and represents an al-
ternative approach for understanding Arctic air-sea CO2 exchange. EC does not rely on seawater measure-
ments (Text S2 in Supporting Information S1), and thus EC fluxes are not affected by near-surface vertical 
variation in seawater properties. However, polar oceans are a hostile environment and reliable direct CO2 
flux measurements by EC are scarce (Butterworth & Else, 2018; Butterworth & Miller, 2016; Prytherch & 
Yelland, 2021; Prytherch et al., 2017). This paper presents EC CO2 and sensible heat flux data from two 
Changing Arctic Ocean Program cruises. Directly measured fluxes were used to compute the implied sea 
surface fCO2w and water temperature (fCO2w_surface, Tw_surface). Comparisons of implied surface values with 
bulk measurements enable us to assess the impact of vertical gradients on bulk air-sea CO2 flux estimates. 
We further speculate on the influence of near-surface stratification on bulk air-sea CO2 flux estimates for 
the entire Arctic Ocean.

2. Methods
2.1. Description of Cruises

Cruise tracks of JR18006 and JR18007 (on RRS James Clark Ross, JCR) and FS2019 (on RV Kronprins 
Haakon) are shown in Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1. JR18006 visited the Barents Sea between 
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June 28 and August 1 2019. JR18007 targeted the Fram Strait region within the Greenland Sea between 
August 4 and 30 2019. DIC and TA were not measured during JR18006 and JR18007. Measurements taken 
between September 2 and 5, 2019 (between 0° and 10°W) on cruise FS2019 were used to constrain the upper 
ocean carbonate system. Methods for DIC and TA measurements can be found in Chierici et al. (2019). The 
EC system on JCR, processing and quality control of fluxes, underway measurements, and the meteorolog-
ical observations are detailed elsewhere (Dong et al., 2021) and are briefly described in Text S3 in Support-
ing Information S1. fCO2w measurements were only available during ice-free periods of JR18007.

2.2. Implied Surface Variables From Eddy Covariance Fluxes

We use Brunt-Väisälä frequency (N2) threshold to identify stratified waters. N2 at ∼6 m depth is calculated 
from the CTD (conductivity, temperature, depth) profiles (         2

7 5 7/ 2m m mE N g  with gravita-
tional acceleration E g and seawater density ρ). Fischer et al. (2019) used N2 ≥ 10−4 s−2 in upwelling waters, 
but we expect the threshold for near-surface stratification to be more evident in regions with sea-ice melt, so 
use a more robust threshold of N2 ≥ 10−3 s−2. Measurements in waters without a CTD cast and salinity below 
34.5 are marked as having an ‘unknown’ stratification status.

The derivations of EC air-sea CO2 flux (FCO2_EC) and sensible heat flux (HS_EC) are detailed in Text S2 in 
Supporting Information S1. The gas transfer velocity (hourly) is computed by replacing the bulk flux with 
the hourly EC flux in a rearrangement of Equation 1:

    





CO _EC2
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In regions with near-surface stratification, fCO2w_bulk may not be representative of the surface (i.e., fCO2w_bulk  
≠ fCO2w_surface). Therefore, to derive a wind speed (U10N) dependent parametrization of K660 from this project 
(K660_u), only data from non-stratified waters are considered. K660_u and the EC CO2 flux observations are 
then used to compute the implied fCO2w_surface for all water types (non-stratified and stratified):
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A similar approach is used to derive sensible heat transfer velocity (KH) and compute the implied surface 
seawater temperature (Tw_surface):
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where KH (cm h−1) is parametrized with U10N (KH_u) using data from non-stratified waters (Figure S2 in 
Supporting Information S1). Here, ρa (kg m−3) is the mean density of dry air, cpa (J kg−1 K−1) is the heat ca-
pacity of air and Ta (K) is the air temperature. The temperature offset due to the cool skin effect, dT (K), is 
estimated using the COARE 3.5 model (Edson et al., 2013; Fairall et al., 1996).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. CO2 Flux Time Series

The time series of hourly averaged EC and bulk fluxes for CO2 and heat are shown for cruise JR18007 
(Figure 1). The bulk CO2 flux is calculated from fCO2w_bulk, fCO2a, and Tw_bulk measurements using the gas 
transfer velocity parametrization from Nightingale et al. (2000). The bulk sensible heat flux is computed 
using the COARE 3.5 model (Edson et al., 2013). The sea ice concentration (Figure 1d) is derived from the 
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-Earth Observing System (AMSR-E, daily and 3.125 km resolu-
tion; Spreen et al., 2008).
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Stratified areas were located at the edge of or within the sea ice (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1), 
with relatively low near-surface salinity and temperature (Figure 1) suggesting that sea-ice melt is the prin-
cipal reason for near-surface stratification. Terrestrial runoff as a source of freshwater is unlikely because 
the ship was far from land (>50 km) in the stratified stations (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). 
Furthermore, there were no significant precipitation events during the cruise, ruling out surface freshening 
due to precipitation.

The relatively good agreement between EC fluxes and bulk air-sea CO2 fluxes in non-stratified regions 
(Figure 1a and Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1) suggests that the data (EC fluxes and underway 
fCO2w_bulk) are reliable and that the Nightingale et al. (2000) gas transfer velocity parameterization is rea-
sonable for this study region. In areas with near-surface stratification (stations 6 and 16), bulk CO2 fluxes 

Figure 1. Time series of hourly fluxes and environmental variables on JR18007. Negative (positive) fluxes represent ocean sinks (sources): (a) EC and bulk air-
sea CO2 fluxes, and salinity at 6 m depth. Light blue shading shows near-surface stratification (identified from conductivity, temperature, depth [CTD] profiles). 
Gray shading indicates ice-covered waters where the underway seawater system was shut off. Dashes on the top axis correspond to CTD stations. Stations 
with near-surface stratification are in red. Dash length represents the duration on station; (b) EC and bulk sensible heat flux, seawater temperature (Tw) at 6 m 
depth and air temperature (Ta); (c) 10-m neutral wind speed and air-sea CO2 fugacity difference (ΔfCO2 = fCO2w_bulk − fCO2a); (d) Sea ice concentration (Spreen 
et al., 2008) and Brunt–Väisälä frequency (N2) at 6 m depth.
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are consistently less negative (lower in magnitude) than EC CO2 fluxes 
(Figure 1a). Meanwhile, bulk sensible heat fluxes are slightly higher than 
EC fluxes in stratified regions.

Another intriguing feature is that EC sensible heat fluxes were close to 
zero during sea ice stations 8 and 9, but EC CO2 fluxes were still signifi-
cant. The sea ice concentration data (Figure 1d) show that the sea surface 
was not fully ice-covered in this region. One possible reason for near-zero 
sensible heat flux but detectable CO2 flux is that the surface (seawater or 
sea ice) temperature was close to the air temperature, while an fCO2 gra-
dient existed across the sea surface. Also, air-sea CO2 exchange is mainly 
controlled by waterside processes (Liss & Slater, 1974), whereas the air-
sea heat exchange is controlled by airside processes (Yang et al., 2016). 
The impact of sea ice on waterside controlled gases (e.g., CO2) may be 
different from the impact on airside controlled gases and heat.

3.2. Gas Transfer Velocity

Dong et al. (2021) show that the hourly EC air-sea CO2 flux relative un-
certainty is ∼20% on average during JR18007. The ΔfCO2 (= fCO2w_bulk   
−  fCO2a) ranges from −181 to −71  μatm (−130  μatm on average, Fig-
ure  1c) during JR18007. The relatively low flux uncertainty and large 
ΔfCO2 values enable us to estimate the gas transfer velocity (K660) with 
high accuracy. Figure  2 shows K660 derived from quality-controlled EC 
CO2 fluxes and ΔfCO2 observations, plotted against 10-m neutral wind 
speed (U10N); the latter is determined from measurements of wind 
speed adjusted to U10N using the COARE 3.5 model (Edson et al., 2013). 
There are 298 hourly averaged K660 values. 239 hourly K660 values from 
non-stratified waters are binned in wind speed intervals of 1 m s−1 and 
the bin averages (red squares) are used to derive a least square quadratic 

fit. The fit (K660_u = 0.220 U10N
2 + 2.213) agrees fairly well with a widely-used K660 parameterization based 

on dual tracer results (Nightingale et al., 2000) and a more recent parameterization derived from EC air-sea 
CO2 flux measurements (Butterworth & Miller, 2016).

The K660 data in stratified waters (21 hourly K660) are consistently higher than the parameterized K660_u 
curve. Including data from stratified waters and waters with unknown stratification status (38 hourly K660) 
decreases the strength of the quadratic fit between hourly K660 and U10N from R2 = 0.801 to R2 = 0.777 (Table 
S1 in Supporting Information S1). This is most likely due to a vertical gradient in fCO2w, where fCO2w_bulk 
systematically exceeds fCO2w_surface (see Section 3.3).

3.3. Implied Sea Surface CO2 Fugacity and Temperature

The K660 parameterization in Figure  2 and the KH parameterizations (Figure S2 in Supporting  Informa-
tion S1) are used for estimating fCO2w_surface (Equation 3) and Tw_surface (Equation 5). Data at low wind speeds 
(U10N < 4 m s−1) are excluded from these calculations because of the low signal-to-noise ratios of EC fluxes 
and larger relative uncertainties in transfer velocities during calm conditions (Dong et al., 2021).

Figure 3 shows the comparison between hourly averages of the bulk seawater measurements (fCO2w_bulk and, 
in the case of temperature, adjusted for the cool skin: Tw − dT) and the implied surface values (fCO2w_surface  
and Tw_surface). In non-stratified waters (gray dots in Figure 3a), the means of the two fCO2w values compare 
reasonably well, even though the fCO2w_surface values have a larger range than fCO2w_bulk due to variability 
in the EC CO2 flux observations and the uncertainty in the K660 parameterization. In stratified waters (blue 
dots in Figure 3a), the implied fCO2w_surface values are consistently lower than fCO2w_bulk, indicating that bulk 
measurements are not representative of the surface. Similarly, EC implied Tw_surface values are consistently 
lower than the bulk water temperature in low salinity areas (≤32, Figure 3b). These data corroborate the 

Figure 2. Relationship between the CO2 gas transfer velocity (K660, derived 
from hourly eddy covariance air-sea CO2 flux measurements) and wind 
speed (U10N) during JR18007. Gray dots represent K660 in non-stratified 
waters, blue dots correspond to K660 in stratified waters, and magenta dots 
indicate data with unknown stratification status. Red squares are 1 m 
s−1 bin averages of the non-stratified values, with error bars representing 
1 standard deviation. The red curve is a quadratic parameterization 
(K660_u = 0.220 U10N

2 + 2.213; R2 = 0.801). The K660 parameterizations of 
Nightingale et al. (2000) (black dashed) and Butterworth and Miller (2016) 
(green dot dashed) are also shown.
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CTD profiles from JR18007 (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1) and suggest that the surface water is 
colder and fresher than bulk water in regions with sea-ice melt.

Within the stratified areas during JR18007, fCO2w_surface (mean = 208 μatm) is on average 39 ± 39 μatm 
lower than fCO2w_bulk (mean = 247 μatm), while Tw_surface is on average 0.7 ± 0.8 °C below Tw_bulk − dT. A 
temperature change of 0.7 °C should reduce fCO2w by 7 μatm according to the Takahashi et al. (1993) empir-
ical temperature relationship (Equation S5 in Supporting Information S1), suggesting that the temperature 
effect accounts for 18% of the vertical fCO2w gradient within the stratified area.

Although the top 4 m depth CTD data have been removed due to ship interferences and rough sea state, 
CTD profiles still indicate that seawater at 4 m depth is fresher than the 5–10 m water at the stratified 
stations (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). The shapes of near-surface salinity profiles generally 
mirror those of temperature profiles (i.e., the vertical salinity gradient is nearly the same as the temperature 
gradient in magnitude; Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). Here we crudely assume that the salinity 
difference between the sea surface and 6 m depth is 0.7 (i.e., corresponding to the temperature difference of 
0.7°C). Variations in near-surface salinity alter carbonate chemistry and influence fCO2w. We use bulk water 
(∼6 m depth) DIC and TA measurements (Table S2 in Supporting Information S1) collected a month later 
from nine stations in the nearby Fram Strait (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1, the sea ice concen-
tration had decreased from ∼50% to ∼0% during a previous week of the cruise) to estimate the influence of 
salinity change on the vertical fCO2w gradient. The average DIC, TA, and salinity were 1,974 ± 19 μmol kg−1, 
2,100 ± 22 μmol kg−1, and 30.6 ± 0.6, respectively.

Bulk water DIC and TA are corrected to a sea surface salinity by dividing by bulk salinity and multiplying 
by surface salinity (= bulk salinity − 0.7). The calculated surface and measured bulk water DIC and TA are 
used to estimate the sensitivity in fCO2w to salinity change (Lewis & Wallace, 1998; Van Heuven et al., 2011). 
We estimate that the vertical salinity gradient can explain a fCO2w gradient of on average 10.6 ± 1.1 μatm. 
This salinity-related decrease in fCO2w accounts for 27% of the near-surface vertical fCO2w gradient. Consid-
ering that the surface seawater is expected to be rapidly warmed by solar radiation, whereas salinity is less 
affected by surface warming, the temperature effect will be more transitory than the salinity effect. Thus, 
the estimated salinity effect is likely conservative, that is, greater than 27%.

Sea-ice-related plankton metabolism might be another reason for lower fCO2w in the surface stratified layer. 
The CTD oxygen profiles show that the oxygen concentration increases close to the surface in the strati-
fied stations (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). Chierici et al. (2019) observed meltwater-induced 

Figure 3. Measurements at 6 m depth of seawater CO2 fugacity (fCO2w_bulk) and temperature (corrected for the cool skin effect, that is, Tw_bulk − dT) versus eddy 
covariance implied sea surface CO2 fugacity (fCO2w_surface) and temperature (Tw_surface): (a) fCO2 values from cruise JR18007. Gray dots are values in non-stratified 
waters, blue dots are in stratified waters and magenta dots are in waters for which the stratification status could not be determined; (b) Seawater temperature 
for JR18006 and JR18007 with the dots color-coded by salinity at 6 m depth.
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phytoplankton production in the marginal ice zone near Fram Strait in May 2019, which continued until the 
end of August. Photosynthesis in the upper few meters of the water column could reduce fCO2w.

Air-sea gas exchange cannot be the cause of the lower surface fCO2w observed in stratified waters because 
the influx of CO2 would have not helped to explain the observations, increasing fCO2w at the surface. The 
results presented here demonstrate that near-surface stratification due to sea-ice melt generates a strong 
near-surface fCO2w gradient (fCO2w_surface < fCO2w_bulk), which causes a bias in bulk air-sea CO2 flux esti-
mates when fCO2w_bulk from ∼6 m depth is used. In the next section, we estimate the impact such a bias 
would have on CO2 uptake by the entire Arctic Ocean.

3.4. Potential Impact on Arctic Ocean CO2 Uptake Estimates

Here we speculate on the potential impact of near-surface stratification due to summertime sea-ice melt on 
estimates of CO2 uptake for the entire Arctic Ocean.

We make the following crude assumptions: (a) bulk fCO2w measurements overestimate the surface fCO2w 
in all regions with sea-ice melt; (b) the fCO2w overestimation (−fCO2w offset, μatm) decreases with wind 
speed for U10N > 3 m s−1 (   1

2w 10NCO offset 408 27E f U  , Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1) (Ahmed 
et al., 2020; Fischer et al., 2019; Miller et al., 2019) and is assumed to be constant (109 μatm) at U10N ≤ 3 m 
s−1; (c) surface seawater temperature and salinity are 2°C and 31 within the stratified areas, respectively 
(average of the EC implied Tw_surface and surface salinity in the stratified waters during JR18007).

The 6-hr Cross-Calibrated Multi-Platform (CCMP) Wind Vector Analysis (Atlas et al., 2011) at a height of 
10 m above mean sea level is used to calculate K660 and to estimate the fCO2w offset. The flux offset is cal-
culated with Equation 1 (replacing ΔfCO2 with fCO2w offset), and the result from each grid cell is linearly 
scaled using the sea ice concentration. The AMSR-E (Spreen et al., 2008) daily sea ice concentration (SIC) 
data (3.125 km grid resolution) are used to determine the extent of stratified areas. There are two scenarios 
when a grid cell is deemed to contain near-surface stratified water: (a) the ice-free proportion of the grid 
cell is considered to be stratified when SIC is between 0% and 100%; (b) SIC of a grid cell has declined to 
0% during the last 10 days (assuming that near-surface stratification lasts for 10 days, within the indicated 
duration time indicated by Ahmed et al., 2020), the whole cell is considered to be stratified.

We focus on the summertime (June to August inclusive) the Arctic Ocean in 2019. The result shows that 
the largest area with near-surface stratification and the greatest underestimation of CO2 uptake occur in 
July (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). K660 increases with the wind speed, while the magnitude 
of fCO2w offset decreases with wind speed, so the wind speed effect on the variability of the flux offset is 
almost canceled out and the estimated bulk flux variability is mainly related to the size of the stratified area. 
The integrated summertime underestimation of Arctic Ocean CO2 uptake due to sea-ice melt is estimated 
to be 11 Tg C, which is comparable with the back-of-the-envelope calculation (9.3 Tg C yr−1) of Ahmed 
et al. (2020).

The above estimate is based on assumptions that the fCO2w offset is wind speed dependent and the shallow 
stratification lasts for 10 days. High wind speed enhances the near-surface seawater mixing and weakens 
the shallow stratification. We do not have a robust relationship between fCO2w offset and wind speed be-
cause our measurements in stratified waters only span a small range of wind speeds (6 ± 1 m s−1) and the 
data are quite scattered (Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1). If we do not consider the influence of 
wind speed on the fCO2w gradient and assume a constant fCO2w offset of −39 μatm in the sea ice melt region, 
then the underestimation of Arctic Ocean CO2 uptake is reduced to 6 Tg C. Another major uncertainty is 
inherent in our assumption that near-surface stratification lasts for 10 days. If we assume that the near-sur-
face stratification lasts 7 days or 14 days, the underestimation of Arctic Ocean CO2 uptake is 10 Tg C and 
13 Tg C, respectively (using the wind speed dependent fCO2w offset).

The underestimation of 11 Tg C in 2019 corresponds to 6%–17% of annual Arctic Ocean carbon uptake 
(66–199 Tg C yr−1, Bates & Mathis, 2009). Note that the CO2 sink estimate by Bates and Mathis (2009) was a 
decade ago, so the percentage of this underestimate may have slightly changed.
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4. Conclusions
This study reports direct and indirect estimates of air-sea CO2 and sensible heat fluxes from shipboard 
campaigns in the summertime Arctic Ocean. Direct fluxes by eddy covariance are used to compute the 
implied sea surface fCO2w and Tw. Comparisons of implied surface values with bulk water measurements 
at 6 m depth help to identify possible vertical fCO2w gradients in the upper ocean. Implied surface fCO2w is 
on average 39 μatm lower than bulk fCO2w in regions with near-surface stratification due to sea ice melt. 
EC-derived gas transfer velocities (K660) using bulk seawater measurements in non-stratified regions agree 
well with previous parameterizations. However, in stratified regions, EC-derived K660 is higher at a given 
wind speed because of the near-surface fCO2w gradient.

Cooling and freshening due to sea-ice melt in the Arctic summer account for 18% and at least 27% of the 
near-surface fCO2w gradient during cruise JR18007, respectively. Enhanced photosynthesis in the stratified 
layer may also have contributed to the near-surface fCO2w gradient.

The Arctic Ocean is an important CO2 sink, but this ocean carbon uptake may have been underestimated 
previously due to near-surface fCO2w gradients induced by sea-ice melt. A simple calculation for the sum-
mertime Arctic Ocean suggests that near-surface stratification due to sea-ice melt could lead to an ∼10 Tg 
C underestimation of CO2 uptake but there is considerable uncertainty in the validity of such an extrapola-
tion. The continuing loss of Arctic sea ice is expected to increase CO2 uptake in summer, and may further 
increase the uncertainty in Arctic air-sea CO2 flux estimates if near-surface stratification is not considered.

This is the first time to our knowledge that direct measurements by EC have been used to quantify the 
potential bias in bulk flux estimates due to near-surface stratification in the Arctic Ocean. A similar un-
derestimation in CO2 flux related to sea-ice melt may also occur in the Southern Ocean. Detailed studies 
of upper ocean (0–10 m) gradients in fCO2w, temperature, salinity, DIC, TA, and biological rates along with 
EC flux measurements, are required to improve understanding of sea-ice melt impacts and near-surface 
stratification on air-sea exchange.

Data Availability Statement
The raw EC data and hourly flux data can be accessed at: https://doi.org/10.5285/03C78C45-08B5-4D82-
B09D-09C0B8A32C4D. The CTD profile data are stored at the British Oceanographic Data Center (BODC): 
https://www.bodc.ac.uk/data/bodc_database/nodb/cruise/17335/. AMSR-E data: https://seaice.uni-bre-
men.de/data/amsr2/asi_daygrid_swath/n3125/. CCMP data: http://data.remss.com/ccmp/v02.1.NRT/.
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